Planned Measures based on student feedback on the spring semester of the 2020/2021 academic year – Faculty of Dentistry

SE unit: Department of Languages for Specific purposes

Our feedback on general student opinions:
The student feedback from the semester of 2020/2021 showed that, they are very satisfied with the language teaching methods at the Institute. The professional training of our instructors and their ability to adapt to the needs of students were emphasized again. Positive feedback was also received on the themes and structure of the lessons.

Although the situation improved compared to the fall semester, it remained a concern that not all colleagues had unlimited Zoom access. We have received a promise from the Center for Educational Development, Methodology and Organization to solve this problem.

Our feedback on individual opinions on mandatory subjects:

Hungarian for Dentistry:
“She is a wonderful teacher that made the lessons fun and interesting! I wish she will be my teacher next semester as well.”
“Ms H. is one of the most responsible and caring teachers I’ve ever met. It’s a bless for us to have here as our teacher :D”
„she is so nice but I hope the teaching material can be more clearly”
A new Hungarian Language book was introduced this September.

Terminology
"The Moodles practice tests were very helpful.”
More practice tasks have been added to Moodle interfaces.
“it was excellent: well structured and well explained.”